
Welcome to the second  
edition of Redline News!
One of our many ways of 
keeping you up to date with 
what’s happening at Redline  
as well as providing some 
useful information about  
the latest industry news. 
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ISDN

This is the end?
“We already serve many thousands of customers in businesses using IP, our goal is by 2025 all of our voice 
customers will be served using an IP with a premises solution and will migrate off the traditional  
telephony platform.”

Gavin Patterson BT Group CEO

“The Engineers View”

The Alternative (VOIP, SIP Trunks?) 
Having used IP voice ourselves for the past 8 years and having tested numerous platforms and systems our message 
is clear, there are many benefits to IP voice but connectivity is key. Unfortunately for many of our customers especially 
in Herefordshire who suffer with poor broadband speeds, unstable connections and have no alternative affordable 
connectivity options available now is not the right time to consider moving to IP voice. The good news is that all of our 
on premise telephone systems are hybrid and therefore can be connected to analogue lines, ISDN and SIP (Session 
Initiation Protocol) trunks for IP voice so there is no need to wait to take advantage of the facilities that the new systems offer.
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When it comes to IP voice we encounter a lot 
of confusion often fuelled by the Telecoms 
industry itself with our love of acronym’s and 
jargon but for any IP voice system whether 
on premise or hosted the most important 
requirement is a suitable, stable internet 
connection. Inadequate connectivity can result 
in packet delay, jitter and packet loss which all 
cause poor call quality. 

As for the choice between an on premise or 
fully hosted (often referred to as cloud) system 
there are pros and cons for both. There is no 
one size fits all system so we need to establish 
a good understanding of the business and its 
future requirements before advising on the best 
way forward. The great thing about IP voice is 
that it can offer far greater flexibility and more 
features than ISDN. 

What does that mean? 
This statement was made during a BT group results announcement in 2015 and signals the end of ISDN (Integrated 
Services Digital Network). Since this statement was made there has been much debate about whether the migration to IP 
telephony is achievable by 2025 but there is no doubt that it will happen and BT have clearly drawn a line in the sand. 

Along with many of our customers we have been enjoying the benefits of IP voice, often referred to as VOIP (Voice over 
Internet Protocol), at Redline for many years but there are around 3 million ISDN channels in use in the UK and for some 
of our customers IP voice is still not a viable alternative due to poor connectivity. Unfortunately since the target date of 
2025 was announced some telecoms providers have been using this to pressure businesses to move to IP voice where the 
connectivity is not suitable resulting in a negative impact on their business due to poor call quality and increased downtime.

The Engineers View



TECHNOLOGY

A Reversing Alarm Solution  
for Central Roofing

MOBILE

Display
With the removal of the traditional home button on the 
bottom of the phone the screen size is now bigger than 
ever on the standard model increasing from 5.1 inches 
to 5.8 inches from its predecessor the S7. Watching 
football on my mobile in HD is brilliant and the curved 
screen gives it a stunning finish.

Memory
The handset comes with 64GB internal memory as 
standard, but like the S7 it features expandable memory 
so a micro SD card with up to 256GB of storage can be 
inserted. Plenty of space for storing all my music!

SAMSUNG GALAXY S8 8/10

Samsung released their new flagship S8 
smartphone back in April which comes with 
face recognition in both a standard and plus 
sized model. Read Alex’s review below:

Face Recognition
You can now access the handset with a face recognition 
feature meaning unlocking your handset has never been 
quicker. For those who require enhanced security then 
an iris scanner is also built-in and can be used instead.

Camera
The 12MP camera is similar to that of the S7 with a 
few clever tweaks but the front camera has now been 
upgraded to 8MP for those of you who enjoy taking 
selfies! Only the Sony Xperia rivals the photo quality on 
the Samsung.

Negatives?
Although the new face recognition scanner is great, 
it sometimes struggles in difficult light conditions and 
Samsung have also moved the finger print scanner to 
the rear of the handset making that awkward to use on 
occasions.

Overall
Another superb phone by Samsung. The handset has 
a great look and feel to it and the expandable memory, 
curved screen and battery life still gives it the edge over 
the iPhone for me. 8/10

Operating System?
The S8 again uses the Android operating system with 
the latest ‘7.0 Nougat’ update. It syncs fantastically with 
Google enabling me to easily back-up all my contacts 
and photos in case I ever lose my phone.

Alex’s Samsung  
S8 Review

Redline have been providing vehicle tracking for Central Roofing 
& Building Services Ltd, one of the UK’s leading flat roofing 
contractors, for over ten years.

Early this year Colin Price the Health, Safety & Environmental Officer at 
Central Roofing contacted us regarding his concerns about the safety 
of their vehicle fleet when reversing. The call had come about from 
reading a factsheet released by The Health and Safety Executive where 
they state that “Nearly a quarter of all deaths involving vehicles at work 
occur during reversing. Many other reversing accidents do not result in 
injury but cause costly damage to vehicles, equipment and premises”. 
The factsheet suggests installing reversing alarms that are loud and 
distinct enough that they do not become part of the background noise 
and closed-circuit television systems can be used to help drivers to see 
behind the vehicle.

Colin’s concern regarding the reversing alarms was that loud 
reversing alarms may be ideal for a noisy construction site but in 
other environments they may be considered too loud or even an 
environmental nuisance. Central Roofing work in the Public, Commercial 
and Industrial sectors so a vehicle may be working a large factory 
or construction site one day and the next on a residential property 
in a quiet cul-de-sac. He was also concerned about neighbours of 
employee’s; a van reversing out of a drive in the early hours of the 
morning with a noisy alarm would not benefit the company!

Reversing alarms are devices to warn anyone in the path of a vehicle 
that it is moving backwards. Beeping alarms were introduced to Europe 
in the 1970s and provided a vital step forward in safety. However 
over time they have been shown to have a number of inherent issues; 
specifically concerning their environmental impact, but also in terms of 
safety – the exact reason they were introduced in the first place. There 
is now a much better alternative.

Multi-frequency reversing alarms use a wide range of white noise 
frequencies. This enables the listener to instantly locate where and 
what direction the sound is coming from. The broadband sounds also 
give workers wearing hearing protection devices (HPDs) and people 
with hearing difficulties a better chance of hearing the alarm. The self-
adjusting model we recommended continually adjust to 5-10 decibels 
above the background noise level, making them ideal for Central 
Roofing who operate in environments with varying levels of noise.

Redline have been transferring the tracking units from the old vehicles 
and installing self-adjusting multi-frequency reversing alarms and 
reversing camera’s into new vehicles as part of Central Roofing’s 
continual fleet upgrade programme.



INSIDE REDLINE GUEST COLUMN
New Face
We welcome Mark 
Hollowood to the team 
who will be taking over 
the reins from Ray 
Morgan as our Vehicle 
Installations Engineer. 
After successfully 
completing the Ironman 
Challenge last year Ray has decided to 
follow his passion and start a career in Sports 
Coaching and Training. Following an extensive 
handover from Ray, Mark has settled into his 
new role and has already been busy this year 
fitting a wide range vehicle technology for our 
customers.

Training, training & more training!
Nick our Telecoms Engineer has successfully 
completed a course in Manchester that will 
assist him with the configuration of DrayTek 
routers. We’re also proud to announce that Nick 
has been selected as one of just six engineers 
to help with the ongoing development of the 
VOIP platform ‘EVE’ which is of course now 
available to all of our customers.  Finally, 
George our Customer Services Co-ordinator 
has just started his Level 3 BTEC Diploma in 
Business Administration!

For those who don’t know, tell us a little bit about RRA Architects..
Well we’ve been operating since 1986 and have built our reputation on 
producing first class design solutions across a wide range of building 
sectors. In the last few years we have experienced huge growth with 
offices now in Hereford, Cheltenham, London and Shrewsbury. We’re 
currently working on some exciting schemes and our work has often 
been recognised with awards, very recently we collected the LABC 
Building Excellence for the Best New Small Housing Development for a 
collaboration with Freeman Homes.

How has technology improved the efficiency in your business?
As we speak we have just relocated our London office to Covent Garden 
giving us better access to our clients and projects. Our fully hosted IP 
Voice telephone system has made moving easy, with Redline organising 
our new line and broadband all we had to do is plug in our existing phones 
to the broadband and we were up and running with the same numbers. It 
also means that when all of our staff in London are busy our calls easily 
divert automatically to our Hereford office and we’re also able to transfer 
calls easily across all of sites giving us that professional approach that our 
clients require.

What parts of your job do you find most challenging?
Having set ourselves such high standards we have to ensure that we stick 
to them. We believe in working in close collaboration with our clients in 
order to ascertain the ambitions for the project and each project is treated 
individually and tailored to suit their bespoke needs. Our clients need to be 
able to get hold of us all the time so our mobiles our vital and we sync our 
email and calendars in order to stay organised when we’re on the move.

What piece of technology could you not do without?
We have just set up our new offices in Shrewsbury. Before the office was 
ready we needed to have a temporary virtual geographic number set-up 
which enabled us to give a local presence in the area with any calls being 
automatically forwarded to our other 3 offices. This was invaluable as it 
made us instantly contactable in the area so that we could give our clients 
in Shrewsbury the support they needed immediately.

RRA Architects Ltd 
Mr Mark Powles - Managing Director

WEBSITE RE-DEVELOPMENT 

NEW 
WEBSITE!
The Redline website has been updated over the 
summer and we’re absolutely delighted with the 
results. You can find us at: www.redlinetele.com 
where there is information on all of our services 
as well as our weekly blog where we aim to keep 
you updated further with what’s going on here at 
Redline as well as the latest industry news.

Competition Time!
We’re inviting you to celebrate the launch of 
our new website with us by giving away a 
lovely bottle of bubbly! For your chance to win 
you just need to tell us what year Redline was 
established in. We will give you a clue, the 
answer is on the new website! Simply email your 
answers to: hello@redlinetele.com

We really hope you enjoy our newsletter and if 
you have any feedback or think we can assist 

you with anything please get in touch.
01432 367188 

info@redlinetele.com 
www.redlinetele.com 


